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MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES OF UKRAINE

GOVERNMENT REQUIRES A CIVILIZED AND HUMANE SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF STRAY ANIMALS
…Prime Minister of Ukraine Mykola Azarov charged the Ministry of Interior to tighten control and tough measures to stop 
cases of animal abuse. Prime Minister requires use of all possible legal mechanisms for both prevention and punishment 
of persons involved in the cruel treatment of animals. PM charged heads of relevant central executive bodies to examine 
and use international experience to address the issue of stray animals.

Recall that the Ministry of Environment is preparing amendments to the legislation on the treatment of stray animals 
reflecting the achievements of the international community. A programme of modern shelter construction in all the major 
cities, based on European models, has been initiated and funding costs will be covered by the Ukrainian Government…
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“The most stunning achievement for European  
animal welfare in decades”

Victory in Ukraine for stray dogs

As 2011 drew to a close, Naturewatch achieved an end to the cruel treatment of stray dogs in 
Ukraine. Throughout 2011 Naturewatch and its supporters lobbied European Union institutions 
highlighting the terrible plight of stray animals in Ukraine, culminating in an agreement with the 
Ukrainian authorities to cease the killing of stray dogs and adopt international humane standards in 
animal welfare. This fantastic victory was announced to the world media on 17 November following 
a concerted round of discussions during the previous two weeks in Ukraine by Naturewatch. Not 
only is this a stunning victory for Ukraine’s animals, it now allows Naturewatch to take its expertise 
to other countries where cruelty still occurs. In 2012 Naturewatch are planning to address issues 
in Bulgaria and Romania where the plight of stray animals remains barbaric and cruel.

Thanks to you, as a loyal and steadfast Naturewatch supporter, who has continually helped work 
against cruelty, we are absolutely delighted to inform you that:

The lives of thousands of stray dogs in Ukraine have been saved.

The barbaric killing and poisoning of stray dogs has stopped.

Tough new anti-cruelty laws have been ordered by the Prime Minister of Ukraine.

Modern new shelters are to be built in the four main cities of Ukraine.

Naturewatch, together with a team of international experts, continues to advise Ukrainian 
authorities on humane policies together with operating procedures for shelters.

The Ministry of Environment, working with the local authorities, is providing substantial 
funding and allocation of land for shelter construction.

In Kiev, the capital city of Ukraine, a massive programme of neutering is taking place together with new shelter construction 
and, in addition, local societies will be allocated funding to assist with care for stray animals.

The news of this wonderful victory for animals was reported by international media around the world, including the UK, Germany, Austria, 
United States and Canada and many other countries. This news gives fantastic hope for the future. Naturewatch is planning to address 
inhumane policies in other countries using its experience and negotiating skills; to prove that stray animals can be controlled in a humane 
and compassionate way. The senseless killing of strays will never work – that is the message Naturewatch will be reinforcing throughout 
2012, in order that other countries can also adopt humane policies of animal care.
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Ukraine to stop killing stray dogs before Euro 2012 football championship |…
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Ukraine to stop killing stray dogs beforeEuro 2012 football championshipEnvironment ministry tells mayors to build animal shelters afterbowing to pressure from Naturewatch in UK

Associated Press in Kiev
guardian.co.uk, Thursday  1 7  Nov ember 201 1  1 4.09 GMT

A dog by  a poster reading, 'We were killed for Euro 201 2' on World Animal Day  in Kiev  in October. Ukraine
has called for an end to the killing of stray  dogs ahead of the football championship. Photograph: Efrem
Lukatsky /AP

Ukraine has bowed to pressure from western animal protection groups and called for anend to the killing of stray dogs before the Euro 2012 football championship takes place in
the country next summer.

The environment ministry said on Thursday that it was urging all Ukraine's mayors tobuild animal shelters instead.

Thousands of stray dogs have been killed in Ukraine over the past year – often poisoned
or injected with illegal substances in an effort to clear the streets before thechampionship takes place in June – outraging local and international animal protectiongroups.

"Today I am publicly turning to all city mayors – let us stop the deaths of those poorstray animals for half a year and build shelters together," Mykola Zlochevsky, theenvironment minister, told a cabinet meeting on Wednesday.
The statement followed a meeting with representatives of Naturewatch, a British groupcampaigning against animal cruelty in Ukraine. "This is a fantastic victory for Ukraine,its citizens and its animals," John Ruane, the head of Naturewatch, said.

It remained unclear how the ban would be enforced. Ukraine has a large stray dogpopulation, numbering tens of thousands in big cities, and building shelters to house theanimals would take months.

Serhiy Syrovatka, a spokesman for the environment ministry, said the governmentwould adopt legal and other changes to make the moratorium legally binding, addingthat mayors who disobeyed would face punishment.
The ministry intended to help manage and finance construction of shelters, Syrovatkasaid, adding that dogs that could not be housed in shelters would be sterilised andreleased.
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In BRIEF 2011 – a wonderful and tremendously exciting 
year for Naturewatch and Naturewatch Foundation but…

As Naturewatch ceaselessly continues to highlight and end animal cruelty our resources are severely depleted. With spiralling postage costs 
we have limited this review to just a couple of pages although you can follow all our work and keep up-to-date at www.naturewatch.org. In 
this way we are able to keep our print costs as low as possible. In brief, we continue to address the issue of animal experiments and lobbied 
Parliament on the benefits that non-animal testing can provide as well as reducing the number of animals in laboratories. In Lithuania we 
highlighted the selling of all sorts of animals in markets, all completely unregulated and we provided equipment and advice to local societies 
for the care of stray animals. We rigorously followed the situation regarding badgers and a proposed culling in preparation for a campaign 
launch advocating vaccination instead of the mindless killing of badgers.

In closing, we could not have done anything without the kind support and donations from our wonderful Naturewatch supporters. As we 
proved in Ukraine last November, Naturewatch will never give up fighting and working against animal cruelty. On behalf of everyone at 
Naturewatch, both here in the UK and overseas, we send you our very grateful thanks for your wonderful support throughout 2011. We 
look forward to your continued assistance in the fight against animal cruelty in the years to come.

For comprehensive coverage of all our work and up-to-date information please visit www.naturewatch.org 
Or you may call us on (01242) 252871.

Puppy farming in the UK - the unscrupulous  
breeding of puppies for profit

World Animal Day

During the year Naturewatch continued to galvanise parliamentarian support to address the disgraceful situation regarding the advertising 
of puppies by unscrupulous dealers, who cause misery and suffering to both the animals and their owners. Our Early Day Motion in 
Parliament, together with our presentation to MPs, highlighted the upward trend in abandoned dogs and the huge number of dogs 
advertised in the media. This leads to serious repercussions for dog and welfare shelters that deal with unwanted animals, and calls for 
tougher local authority regulations and inspections. In compiling a national survey of local authority statistics, Naturewatch is clear that a 
great surplus of animals are being churned out by puppy farmers who have no regard for the health and welfare of their breeding stock. 

In addition to seeking tougher regulations for breeding, Naturewatch is working to produce an awareness and information pack for consumers 
who are seeking to purchase a dog. In this way we continue to apply pressure on government as well as giving the public sound and valuable 
information on what to look for when seeking a new dog. Naturewatch remains concerned that local authorities (who are the responsible 
agency for inspection and licensing of breeding establishments) have varying levels of standards and we are campaigning to see a more 
uniform and more stringent examination of facilities, together with much tougher regulations to stop the unscrupulous breeders.

World Animal Day, 4 October 2011, attracted massive worldwide attention. 78 World Animal Day ambassadors (covering 66 
countries) participated in celebrating the special day for all animals. This project by Naturewatch, which we started in 2001, has 
now grown into the most important annual worldwide event, where animal lovers and animal welfare groups all join together with 
one voice to call for respect and an end to cruelty to all animals all over the world.

Costa Rica – Over 9,000 people 
attend a March Against Animal 

Abuse calling for the strengthening 
of existing animal protection 

legislation. Similar marches took 
place in many countries.

Palestine – The Palestine Wildlife 
Society organised school events for 
children aged 3-6 years of age. The 

focus was on the importance of 
animals in the world and the need 

to protect them.

Brazil – Natureza em Forma 
organised a whole host of events 
including a sponsored dog walk, 

dog cocktail reception, pet 
adoption fair and an animal- 

themed film show.

China – Animals Asia Foundation 
launched World Animal Day 

celebrations in seven cities across 
China and exhibited photographs 
entered in a competition to show 

the love between companion 
animals and their owners.

Chile – AnimalNaturalis organised a 
publicity event to draw attention to 
the mistreatment of circus animals.

Taiwan – HSAPF organised 
several major events including an 

international conference, “NGOs and 
Animal Welfare Issues,” attended by 
more than 200 people, and a parade 
in Taipei to draw media attention to 

World Animal Day.

Bangladesh – BSPA held events 
at Chittagong Veterinary & Animal 

Sciences University. Events 
included a rally, seminar, essay 

competition and free animal 
treatment camp.

Kurdistan – KOARP marked the 
occasion with children’s activities 
and lobbying for animal protection 

laws, with the participation of 
the Veterinary Directorate and 

attendance of Government officials.


